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article 2013.Real dolls are not just a rubber doll to meet the intimate needs and the real halves of
their owners. Buy realistic dolls men tired of being alone, or Vice versa from the ever grumpy wife is
not a giver of life. In contrast to these women whose every day is PMS or critical days Real dolls
always in the mood ready for any action and most importantly silent. Add to that a great appearance
and it becomes clear why the demand for the dolls is increasing every day. The most famous
manufacturer of these dolls is considered a California company Abyss Creations. Apparently their
rubber women are more realistic times since 1996, the ﬁrm managed to sell more than 4,000 copies
of the silent bride. Another advantage possessed by the Real dolls, this eternal youth. While the
owner is aging and wrinkled his rubber girlfriend is still fresh and silent like 5 years ago. This is not
happiness For those who hear about this company ﬁrst just to clarify Abyss Creation is engaged in
production of expensive $5000-$10000 but very realistic sex dolls. These dolls are available in two
options of gender male and female. They have a ﬂexible skeleton made of strong aluminium and
covered with silicone resembles real skin. Additionally, the parameters of the body RealDoll identical
to the real people and faces and holes are interchangeable. Despite the ﬂexibility of the design of the
doll RealDoll completely immobile, they cannot move around at will and interact with the person.
However given the volume of sales in more than 5 thousand copies is not really aﬀected the
popularity RealDoll. But in any case, the company decided that it was time to move to a new level.
According to the publication The New York Times Matt McMullen lured some talented specialists from
robotics company Hanson Robotics is engaged in the production of realistic animatronics goals. On
top of that a separate team is developing artiﬁcial intelligence. If it is still not enough to interest you
add to the list the development of a companion app and interface for virtual reality glasses Oculus Rift
to provide the opportunity to play with the dolls away from home. I have a lot of desires. I want to
become a real man with a real body. I want to know what love is. I hope to become the world's ﬁrst
sex robot. According to Matt McMullen is running proprietary artiﬁcial intelligence system of the head
which received the designation Realbotix will be available in two years for about $10, thousand
apiece. As mentioned above it will be possible to replace the head of current models RealDoll. After
that, the company will undertake the development of a full versions of sex dolls of the future value
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